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ABSTRACT
It is widely acknowledged that Requirements Engineering (RE) has an important implication for the overall success of
software or system development projects. As more and more organizations consider RE as the principal problem areas
in the projects, improving RE process therefore appears critical for future business success. Moreover, nowadays there
are evidences that support improving RE process maturity can contributes to improved business performance. There
exist generic Software Process Improvement (SPI) standards, specialised RE process improvement models as well as
guidance and advices on RE. However, they suffer from various issues that limit their adoption by organizations that are
interested to assess and improve their RE process capability. Therefore, the research presented in this paper proposes a
new RE process improvement model. The model is built by adapting and expanding the structure of the continuous representation of the formal maturity framework Capability Maturity Model Integration for Development (CMMI-DEV)
developed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) through three rounds of development and validation stages,
which involved RE and CMMI expert panel in the software industry. This paper aims to provide an overview on what,
why and how we build the maturity model for RE. The intention is to provide a foundation for future development in
the area of RE process improvement.
Keywords: Requirements Engineering (RE); Process Improvement; Maturity Model

1. Introduction
System and software development projects have been
plagued with problems since the 1960s [1]. Since then,
Requirements Engineering (RE) has become one of the
central research topics in the field of software engineering. Although progress in RE has been painfully slow
with software development projects continue to experienced problems associated with RE [2], research effort in
the area continues to be done. These research are mainly
motivated by the list of potential benefits expected to be
brought about by the successful implementation of an
improved RE process. It is widely acknowledged that RE
process has an important implication for the overall success of the projects [3,4]. Moreover, there is now empirical evidence, such as demonstrated in [5,6], that support the claimed benefits of RE in improving a software
project by improving productivity [7,8], assuring quality
[7,9], and reducing project risk [10].
A RE process is a structured set of activities which are
followed to gather, evaluate, document, and manage requirements for a software or software containing-product
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throughout its development lifecycle. There exist RE
standards that set out general principles and give detailed
guidance for performing the RE process. Examples of RE
standards include the IEEE Guide for Developing System
Requirements Specifications [11], and the IEEE Recommended Practice for Software Requirements Specifications [12]. However, these standards offer no aid for
selecting appropriate methods or for designing a RE
process optimized for a particular organization [13]. An
expert panel consists of both practitioners and academics
agreed that RE process remains the most problematic of
all software engineering activities, in a survey performed
in [14]. Moreover, results of three surveys involving software development companies in UK [15,16], Australia
[17], and Malaysia [18] confirmed that these companies
still considered RE problems very significant.
Another survey [19], clearly demonstrate that RE process improvement is an important issue. Consequently,
many organizations seek to improve RE process by adopting a generic Software Process Improvement (SPI) standards and frameworks [20] such as Software Engineering
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Institute’s (SEI’s) Capability Maturity Model (CMM)
and Capability Maturity Model for Integration (CMMI)
[21], ISO/IEC 15504, and Six Sigma [22]. However, a
European survey of organizations engaged in SPI programs during the 1980s confirmed that the SPI models
then available offered no cure for Requirements Engineering problems [13]. These enthusiastic adopters of
SPI programs found that while SPI brought them significant benefits, their problems in handling requirements
remain hard to solve.
This and several other problems related to the process
have motivated the development of several specialised
RE process improvement models. They include the Requirements Engineering Good Practice Guide (REGPG)
[1]; the Requirements Capability Maturity Model (RCMM) [14,23]; the Requirements Engineering Process
Maturity Model (REPM) [24], and the Market-Driven
Requirements Engineering Process Model (MDREPM)
[25]. However, these models also suffer from problems
and issues that could hinder organizations from adopting
them. The models not only are integrated with the obsolete
and unsupported CMM or SW_CMM since the release of
the new maturity model CMMI, but they are also either
too complex or applicable to only limited type of RE
process and application domain or exist in draft form and
yet to be completely developed and validated.
Inspired by the strengths of the existing generic SPI
and RE process improvement models, we started a study
to build a new, complete model that can be used to assist
organizations in assessing and improving their RE process maturity levels. The model is known as REPAIM
that stands for Requirements Engineering Process Assessment and Improvement Model. Based on prior work,
to our knowledge, the new RE maturity model component of the REPAIM has been completely and consistency provided with detailed, explicit guidance and advices on RE practices and that centres improvement on RE
best-practices, which is presented within the CMMI-DEV
standard. Therefore, the maturity model can be used to
interpret the implementation of RD and REQM process
areas of CMMI-DEV perhaps without being dependent
highly on consultants. Also, our model can provide insights into the effects of SPI to software organisations
mainly in the country that are yet to be certified, in particular with the CMMI-DEV certification.
In this paper we explain the stages involved in developing the RE maturity model and the motivations on
building the REPAIM as well the rationales for building
the model based on existing framework and assessment
methods. In section three, we present an overview of
model components, and section four summarizes and
concludes this paper.

2. Methodology
The RE process improvement model was developed
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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through multiple rounds of development and validation
stages, which involved expert panel from the industry.
Three rounds of model developments were performed to
deal with the results of the first two rounds of validation,
which were fed back to the development stage to improve the model. The multiple rounds of validation were
designed based the Delphi method, which has been
modified to fit the purpose of the model validation from
the one originally developed by Norman Dalkey in 1950s
[26]. Besides being acknowledged by some as a popular
and well-known research method [27], the Delphi method is also considered by others as the technique that
can be ‘effectively modified’ to meet the needs and nature of the study [28]. Reviews of how the Delphi
method has been implemented by others show that the
number of Delphi rounds range between one to five and a
three round is typical [29,30]. Although Cantrill, Sibbald,
and Buetow [31] stated that the expert panel sizes in the
Delphi studies vary from 4 to 3000, the panel size can be
as small as 3 experts only. In this research, the validation
stage involved three rounds and 32 experts [32]. The
panel size in this research is determined in line with
recommendation by Cantrill and colleagues that panel
size “should be governed by the purpose of the investigation”.
The REPAIM has two main components: the RE
process maturity model and the RE process assessment
method. The RE process maturity model is known as the
PMM-RE, which stands for Process Maturity Model for
RE, while the RE process assessment method is known
as FLA-RE, which stands for Flexible Lightweight Assessment method for RE. Hence, the two main steps of
the REPAIM development stage comprise building the
PMM-RE maturity model and building the FLA-RE
process assessment method. These two steps have their
own activities in building each of the REPAIM components. The activities in creating the RE process maturity
model were emulated from the ways the existing generic
and specific RE process improvement models were built.
To develop PMM-RE, the maturity model framework
was first created. Then, it was followed by the identification of the structure and components of the maturity
model. Finally, the PMM-RE is completed after each
component in the model has been defined with detailed
information. The development of the model framework,
structure, and detail components was guided by five
identified success criteria: completeness, consistency, practicality, usefulness, and verifiability as explained in our
other paper [33]. To develop the FLA-RE assessment
method, firstly the RE assessment stages and steps were
identified based on observations of the existing assessment methods including SCAMPI Class C [34], Adept
[35], and Modular Mini-assessment (MMA) [36]. Then,
the components of the assessment method were defined
JSEA
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with detailed information. Finally the tools to support the
assessment method were prepared.

2.1. Motivations for Developing the Model
They are various motivators for this work. We embark on
this study for the same reason that Linscomb [37]
stressed in his article, that an organization should define
and measure the RE process maturity because it is economic (to get more business and retain existing business)
and it is the right thing to do. This research is also motivated by potential benefits expected to be brought about
by successful implementation of an improved RE process
to the overall success of projects [3,4] as demonstrated
by empirical research in Chisan [5] and Damian et al. [6].
Most importantly, review to other research in the recent
years such as Beecham et al. [38], Beecham, Hall, and
Rainer [14], Gomes and Pettersson [39], Gorschek and
Tejle [24], Sommerville and Ransom [40], Wiegers [41],
and Young [2] has shown that there remain the need for
an alternative RE process improvement model. This is
mainly due to the fact that existing RE textbooks or generic SPI models and standards in particular CMMI-DEV
or even the RE specialised process improvement models
such as REGPG, REPM, R-CMM and MDREPM seem
unable to help software organisations in assessing and
improving their RE process capability and maturity.
Inspired to offer a solution to organizations interested
to improve their RE processes, we performed an empirical study to justify our then future research work, which
is to develop this model, detailed in [18]. To our surprise,
results of the study involving software development
companies appraised with various maturity levels of
CMMI-DEV indicate that high-maturity ratings do not
correlate with better performance and do not indicate
effective, high-maturity practices. Possible reason for
this include what Humphrey stressed in [42] that “… with
increasing marketplace pressure, organization often focus on maturity levels rather than process capability…
we now see cases where high-maturity ratings do not
indicate effective, high-maturity practices. It is not that
their appraisal process is faulty or that organizations are
dishonest, merely that the maturity framework does not
look deeply enough into all organizational practices”.
When further investigated, we found out that many
“good” practices were omitted from the CMMI because
they could not be generalized to the broad audience of
the model as stated by Moore [43]. In the case of RE
process, omissions can be seen in practices of Requirements Development Process Area (RD PA) when compared with the RE process practices or activities commonly found in the literature.
Apart from the earlier mentioned motivations, we are
also interested to offer a way out of the following issues
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

that surround the CMMI-DEV:
1) The CMMI-DEV does not define RE maturity the
way it should be defined based on industry standard and
practices as elaborated in [37]. In the staged representation, CMMI-DEV splits the entire RE domain into two
PAs in two separate maturity levels, with the order Requirements Engineering Process Area (REQM PA) first
then followed by Requirements Development Process
Area (RD PA). Hence, this order of RE implementation
and institutionalizations is not always logical and can
create issue [37]. For example, if an organization does
not have an institutionalized way of eliciting requirements (at maturity level 3), by right the organization
would not have any requirements to be managed at lower
maturity level 2. In the continuous representation, for
another example, there might be a case where an organization with a high capability for REQM (for example, 5)
has a low capability level (for example, 0) for RD PA is
not always logical.
2) Like ISO 9000, CMMI-DEV does not tell specifically how to actually do the REQM and RD work as
stated by Leffingwell and Widrig [44] and Humphrey
[42]. Thus, to create a comprehensive software, or RE,
process improvement approach that would satisfy the
demanding ISO 9000 or CMMI assessors, organizations
are forced to depend highly on paid consultants or CMMI
training and/or experiences of their team members or
reference books, causing the cost associated with the
model to be very high.
3) The CMMI-DEV process maturity profile, published in September 2011 and accessible from the SEI
website, shows that the numbers of organizations adopting the model in most countries are still low with 58%
countries only have 10 or fewer appraisals [45]. The
primary reason of not-adopting CMMI is high cost associated with the model apart from other reasons including
organizations were too small, organizations had no time,
organizations were unsure of the SPI benefits, organizations had other priorities, and organizations were using
another SPI approach [46,47].
Despite those issues that surround the CMMI-DEV,
we chose to build our model based on this known maturity framework for several reasons as detailed in the next
sub-section.

2.2. Rationales for Developing the RE Maturity
Model Based on CMMI-DEV
Even though software engineering has witnessed the development of several other generic SPI standards and
models we limit our model’s compatibility to CMMIDEV version 1.3 which was released in November 2010
[48]. Mainly because of the easy accessibility of this
model compared to other models. Basing our model on
JSEA
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the latest version of a known formal software process
improvement framework offers the practitioners several
advantages. Amongst the rationale for basing our model
on this maturity framework is that:
1) The CMMI framework is being adopted worldwide
and is one of the few process models that attempts to
define maturity levels of IT-related processes [37]. The
CMMI also remains a de facto standard for “softwareintensive system development” [21].
2) The CMMI framework is based on best practices
derived from many years of empirical study and contains
guidelines for RE practices. Even though these RE practices are treated differently from the standards RE components found in the literature and lack implementation
details, the RE processes are integrated with software
development.
3) The CMMI-DEV is designed to be tailored and
adapted to focus on specific needs as it is a normative
model [49]. As suggested by Philips [50], community
that is interested in focusing at specific area of process
improvement may need to “provide interpretive guidance
or expanded coverage of specific practices and goals”
for the area. This is basically what we aimed to achieve
in our model.
4) While our model can be used independently to assess RE process maturity (or capability), basing it on
CMMI-DEV will enable practitioners to use it in conjunction with an on-going CMMI-DEV programme.
Our model, the REPAIM, taps into the strengths of the
CMMI-DEV and reflect the update made to the framework to form a specialised best practice RE model. Like
the other RE process improvement models, our model
will take practitioners from a high level view of the RE
practices, through to a detailed descriptions and to a
process assessment method to guide companies towards
satisfying their specific RE process improvement and
general company goals.

2.3. Rationales for Developing the RE
Assessment Method Based on Existing
Methods
The RE process maturity model is built based on the
CMMI-DEV and initially SCAMPI Class C seems appropriate for the reference model as according to Hayes
et al. [34], the SCAMPI is “applicable to a wide range of
appraisal usage modes, including both internal process
improvement and external capability determinations”.
But, SCAMPI Class C method (just like CMMI group of
standards) was initially written for large organization and
is consequently difficult to apply in small company settings because of its complex requirements and the need
to commit significant resources to achieve the CMMI certification [51]. On the other hand, both MMA and Adepts
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methods have a set of guidelines for conducting CMM or
CMMI conformant software process assessment, respecttively, and focus on small companies.
However, both SCAMPI Class C and MMA methods
focus only at reviewing an organization’s processes.
Whereas, the Adepts provides additional steps for establishing process improvements initiatives and to see the
progress that could have been accomplished from implementing the initiatives. Hence, the approach in the
research is to combine several features and functions of
these three assessment methods in a single process assessment method. The aim is to optimize the applicability
and usefulness of the developed assessment method.
Moreover, the new RE process maturity model is a specialised reference model. Hence, a specialised process
assessment that can help organizations particularly small
companies, examine their RE process against the model
should be developed too. This approach is actually very
similar with the way MA-MPS is developed for MRMPS Process Reference Model [52]. The term assessment used in this thesis implies that an organization can
perform informal assessments to and for itself. These
assessments are intended to motivate organizations to
initiate or continue the RE process improvement programs.

3. Overview of the RE Maturity Model
The new proposed model, REPAIM, is a specialized RE
process improvement and assessment model. The model
aims to be recognised as an applicable model to organizations which develop system and software products.
The REPAIM also defines rules to implement and assess
itself, hence it support and assures a coherent use according to its definitions. As mentioned earlier, REPAIM
has two components: PMM-RE reference model and the
FLA-RE assessment method. Both model components
are currently described in a single document called a
REPAIM model guide, which was given to the expert
panel during the validation stage. This is as shown in
Figure 1.
The PMM-RE reference model contains the requirements that organizations must implement to be compliant
with the REPAIM Model. As mentioned earlier, the
theoretical base used to create the PMM-RE is the
CMMI-DEV. PMM-RE therefore does not present a
‘new’ framework. We place it within the formal maturity
framework to guide practitioners towards improving their
RE processes using a proven and familiar methodology.
PMM-RE contains definitions of the RE process maturity
levels. It also provide interpretive guidance and expanded coverage of practices and goals for the RE process. FLA-RE assessment method describes assessment
requirements, assessments stages and steps, assessment
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Figure 1. Components of the RE maturity model.

indicators and assessors’ requirements. While FLA-RE is
applicable to organizations developing software or software-containing product, it is mainly oriented to the
small and medium-size enterprises (SMEs). The FLA-RE
assessment stages and steps are based on characteristics
of several process assessment methods. However, details
of this assessment method are not covered in this paper.

3.1. PMM-RE Model Descriptions
The PMM-RE is a direct adaptation of the CMMI-DEV
continuous representation where as an organization progresses in capability for a RE process, this mean the organization is becoming more mature in the RE process.
The PMM-RE initially has 6 maturity levels numbered 0
through 5, which were adapted from the six capability
levels of the CMMI-DEV version 1.2 [21] as explained
in our other paper [33] and thesis [53]. However, to ensure that the proposed model can complement the latest
version 1.3 that was released in November 2010 [48],
PMM-RE has been tuned to contain four RE maturity
levels only: 0 (Incomplete), 1 (Performed), 2 (Managed),
and 3 (Defined).

Like the CMMI-DEV capability levels, the PMM-RE
maturity levels consists of a generic goal and its related
generic practices which can improve organizations’ RE
processes. At each RE maturity level, organizations need
to implement several RE practices to achieve the RE goal
for the specific level. Unlike CMMI-DEV that separate
goals and practices into generic and specific goals and
practices to be satisfied by several process areas for a
specific capability level, in this model, we consider all
practices as RE practices since this model focuses at a
single process area only.
A RE practice is an essential task that must be performed as part of RE process. Practices may be performed
formally or informally. However, it does not mean that it
is done frequently or that most practitioners will necessarily perform the practices. Each RE practice in the
PMM-RE has its practice guideline, which consists of
components similar to the example shown in Figure 2.
Each RE practice has a set of consistent components as
follows:
1) Purpose—describes the aim that the practice is intended to achieve.
2) Descriptions—statements that explain what the practice is, and why the practice is performed.
3) Sub-practices—statements that provide guidance
for interpreting and implementing the practice. They are
meant only to provide ideas that may be useful for RE
process improvement.
4) Typical Input/Output—lists examples input necessary for a practice to begin, and output produced by the
practice. Input should not be optional component and output, generally, should be produced by one and only one
practice. The examples are called typical output because there are often other outputs that may not listed.
5) Techniques—lists all techniques to performing the
practice or different forms the output of the practice may

RE
Goal

RE Maturity
Levels

RE
Practices

Purpose

Descriptions

Subpractices

Typical
Input/Output

Techniques

Elaborations

Figure 2. Components of the PMM-RE.
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take. A practice may have none, one, or more related
techniques. A technique must be related to at least one
practice. The techniques listed in this document are intended to cover the most common and widespread use in
the community.
6) Elaborations—statements that provide more details
or information about the practice and its components.
Explanations of techniques may be provided in this component.

3.2. RE Maturity Levels
Each RE maturity level of REPAIM consist of a RE goal
and its related RE practices, which can help improve the
organization’s RE processes. The four RE maturity levels
of the model provide a way to measure how well organizations can and do improve their RE processes. These
RE maturity levels describe an evolutionary path for an
organization that wants to improve its RE process. RE
maturity levels may be determined by performing an
assessment to the RE practices. Like the CMMI-DEV,
the assessment can be performed for organizations that
comprise entire companies (usually for small companies),
or group of projects within a company. For an organization to reach a particular RE maturity level, it must satisfy all of the set of RE practices that are targeted for
improvement.
In general, various sources of references were referred
and consulted in defining the components of the PMMRE model, as follows:
1) The generic practices (GPs) and specific practices
(SPs) of the CMMI for Development [21,48].
2) The tasks of the Guide to the Business Analysis
Body of Knowledge (BABOK Guide) version 2.0 [54].
3) The Education Units (EUs) of the IREB Certified
Professional for Requirements Engineering Syllabus,
Foundation Level, version 2.0 [55].
4) IEEE Guide for Developing System Requirements
Specifications, IEEE Standard 1233, 1998 Edition [11].
5) IEEE Guide for Software Engineering Body of
Knowledge (SWEBOK), version 2004 [56].
6) Other sources such as books, conference and journal
articles.
A short description of each RE maturity level follows.
3.2.1. Level 0: Incomplete RE Process
A RE maturity level 0 process is characterized as an “incomplete RE process”, which is similar to the characteristics of the capability level 0 of the CMMI-DEV. An
incomplete RE process is a process that either is not performed or partially performed. This means one or more
of the RE practices are not implemented. There is no RE
goal exists for this level since there is no reason to institutionalize a partially performed RE process.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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3.2.2. Level 1: Performed RE Process
A RE maturity level 1 process is characterized as a “performed RE process”. At maturity level 1, the RE goal of
level 1 is satisfied and all of the RE practices are implemented. At this maturity level, requirements are elicited,
analysed, prioritised, documented, verified and validated;
requirements changes are managed, requirements traceability is maintained; and requirements status tracking is
established to the extent that it can demonstrate that all
requirements have been implemented. In addition, requirements are allocated among product releases and
components, and inconsistencies between requirements
and the project work products related to the RE process
are identified and resolved.
RE maturity level 1 often results in important improvements. However, those improvements cannot be
maintained if they are not institutionalized, which can
only be achieved through the implementation of RE
practices at levels 2 and 3. Also, a performed RE process
usually does not have the basic infrastructure in place to
support the RE process. Therefore, organizations mature
at level 1 RE maturity level 1 often produce products that
work but they frequently exceed their budgets and do not
meet their schedules [57]. According to them, amongst
the common problems found in such organizations relate
to vague requirements, lack of traceability, undefined RE
process, insufficient RE resource, lack of training and
poor levels of skills.
There are all together sixteen RE practices implemented in this RE maturity level. The RE practices implemented at 1evel 1 includes:
RP 1.1 Conduct Requirements Elicitation;
RP 1.2 Establish a Standard Requirements Document
Structure;
RP 1.3 Obtain an Understanding of Requirements;
RP 1.4 Obtain Commitment to Requirements;
RP 1.5 Analyze Requirements;
RP 1.6 Analyze Requirements to Achieve Balance;
RP 1.7 Prioritize Requirements;
RP 1.8 Model Requirements;
RP 1.9 Develop the Customer Requirements;
RP 1.10 Develop the Product Specifications;
RP 1.11 Verify Requirements;
RP 1.12 Validate Requirements;
RP 1.13 Manage Requirements Traceability;
RP 1.14 Allocate Requirements;
RP 1.15 Manage Requirements Changes;
RP 1.16 Identify Inconsistencies between Project Work
and Requirements.
In general, initially, the selection of the RE practices
of the PMM-RE model are guided mostly by the generic
goals and practices, and the specific goals and practices
of the REQM and RD process areas of the CMMI-DEV.
Subsequently the other sources of references are used to
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expand the detailed guidelines of the RE practices to help
organizations approach these practices. At the same time,
the other sources of references helped add new or rephrase or exclude certain practices from the CMMI-DEV.
Thirteen out of the sixteen RE practices of level 1 are
initially adapted from the specific practices of the REQM
and RD process areas of the CMMI-DEV. Some of these
CMMI-DEV’s specific practices have been renamed to
ease understanding and to reflect better visibility of what
the practice is all about, while some others simply inherit
the name from the maturity framework. For example, the
adapted RD SP 3.2 Establish a Definition of Required
Functionality has been renamed to RP 1.8 Model Requirements to reflect better visibility of the practice.
In another case, managing requirements traceability is
one of the main tasks in requirements management activi
-ty [53]. In the PMM-RE, REQM SP 1.4 Maintain Bidirectional Traceability of Requirements practice though
adapted has been renamed to RP 1.13 Manage Requirements Traceability. Bidirectional traceability is “the ability to trace both forward and backward (i.e., from requirements to end products and from end product back to
requirements” [58] and adoption of CASE tools can ease
the implementation of this practice [59]. However, it
appears that CASE tool adoption is still one of the challenges experienced by practitioners and in other related
studies [60-62]. Therefore, it is reasonable to say that if
the REQM SP 1.4 is to be maintained as it is, it might
makes the PMM-RE model to appear less practical to the
organizations. By renaming the practice, it means that
any form of traceability implementation should be sufficient, which implies that bidirectional traceability is now
an optional practice and so is adoption of CASE tool.
This kind of decision is mainly motivated by the practicality success criteria of the model development.
The remaining three practices, RP 1.11 Verify Requirements, RP 1.2 Establish a Standard Requirements
Documents Structure, and RP 1.7 Prioritize Requirements have been added to the model because they are
considered as common RE practices [41,54-55,63-64].
For example, although requirements verification is known
as another critical RE practice on top of the requirements
validation, only the RD SP 3.5 Validate Requirements
practice is present in CMMI-DEV. Therefore, this practice has been added and known as RP 1.11 Verify Requirements. Nevertheless, it has been added to the model
by being adapted from the specific goal of the Verfication (VER) process area of the CMMI-DEV [21].
3.2.3. Level 2: Managed RE Process
A RE maturity level 2 process is characterized as a “managed RE process”. At maturity level 2, RE process is planed, institutionalised for consistent performance, and executed in accordance with policy; involves relevant stakeCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

holders; allocated with adequate resources; people are
trained with the appropriate skills; RE process is monitored, controlled and reviewed; RE process work products are placed under appropriate levels of control; RE
process adherence is evaluated; and RE status is reviewed by higher management. The process discipline
reflected by this RE maturity level helps to ensure that
existing RE practices are retained even during time of
stress. For a managed RE process, the process descriptions, standards, and procedures are applicable to a particular project, or organizational.
There are ten RE practices implemented at this RE
maturity level. The RE practices implemented at level 2
includes:
RP 2.1 Establish an Organizational Requirements Engineering Policy;
RP 2.2 Plan the Requirements Engineering Process;
RP 2.3 Provide Adequate Resources;
RP 2.4 Identify and Involve Relevant Stakeholders;
RP 2.5 Assign Responsibility;
RP 2.6 Train People;
RP 2.7 Manage Configurations;
RP 2.8 Monitor and Control the RE Process;
RP 2.9 Objectively Evaluate Adherence;
RP 2.10 Review Status with Higher Level Management.
These ten RE practices are mostly adapted from the
generic goal (GG) 2 of the CMMI-DEV and its generic
practices. However, detailed guidelines for several of these
practices are also constructed by referring to three other
CMMI process areas namely Project Planning (PP), Project Management and Control (PMC) and Process and
Product Quality Assurance (PPQA). In addition, books
and articles on software project management are also
referred to create the detailed description of the ten practices such as the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) [65], Schwalbe [66], Hughes and Cotterell [67], Olson [68], and Wysocki, Beck, and Crane [69].
The BABOK version 2.0 and IREB CPRE Foundation
Level Syllabus version 2.0 are also referred.
3.2.4. Level 3: Defined RE Process
A RE maturity level 3 process is characterized as a “defined RE process”. At this maturity level, RE process is
typically described in more detail and is performed more
rigorously than at level 2. A defined RE process clearly
states the process purpose, assumptions, related standards,
policy, what activities are carried out, the structuring or
schedule of these activities, who is responsible for each
activity, the inputs and outputs to/from the activity, what
resources are allocated, and the tools used to support the
RE process. Similar to the capability level 3 of CMMIDEV, at this RE maturity level, the standards, process
descriptions, and procedures for a project are tailored
from the organizational standard RE process. This is to
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ensure that the defined RE processes of two or more projects in the same organization are consistent. Hence, the
organizational standard RE process should be established
and improved over time. A standard RE process is the
one that describes the fundamental RE process element
that are expected in the defined RE process.
This maturity level also involves collecting information such as work products, process and product measures, measurement data and other improvement information. Two examples of commonly used RE process and
product measures include number of requirements changes, and estimates of work product size, effort, and cost.
These items are then stored in the organization’s measurement repository and the organization’s process assets
library. The improvement proposals for the organizational RE process assets should also be collected. These
activities are required to support the future use and improvement of the organization’s RE processes and process assets. There are only two RE practices implemented in this RE maturity level. The two RE practices
implemented at level 3 are:
RP 3.1 Establish a Defined RE Process;
RP 3.2 Collect Improvement Information.
The two RE practices implemented in this maturity
level are adapted from the two generic practices (GP3.1
Establish a Defined Process and GP 3.2 Collect Improvement Information) of the CMMI-DEV [21]. Still,
the detailed guidelines of these practices are constructed
by referring to one specific practice of the CMMI-DEV’s
Integrated Project Management (IPM) process area (IPM
SP 1.1 Establish the project’s Defined Process) and to
four specific practices of the Organizational Process
Definition (OPD) process area (OPD SP 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5)
[21].
All RE practices in the model are given unique numbers and listed in a sequence. However, the way the practices are listed in the sequence does not dictate any specific order of implementation or requirements engineering lifecycle. Iterative or agile methodology may require
that the practices be performed in parallel, whereas
phased methodology (e.g. waterfall model) may require
multiple practices to be performed in every phase. Organizations may implement the practices in any order, as
long as the necessary input to the practice is present.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we describe what, why and how we construct a specialised RE process improvement and assessment model—called the REPAIM—with the aim to
assist organizations in assessing and improving their RE
process based on a proven maturity framework. The
REPAIM has four RE maturity levels, which is adopted
from the latest version 1.3 of the CMMI-DEV and has
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been constructed with the following characteristics:
 The entire RE domain is considered as a single process area which consist of both requirements development (elicitation, analysis, specification, verification and validation) and requirements management.
This is to eliminate any possibility for an organization
(or project) to encounter issues or illogical order of
RE implementation and institutionalisation.
 The model looks deeply into all its RE practices as it
comprise adequate components (i.e. purpose, descriptions, sub-practices, typical input/output, techniques,
and elaborations) to provide detailed guidance for
practitioners in improving and assessing their RE
processes.
 The model is designed mainly oriented for SMEs to
allow higher adoption rate among practitioners.
 The model is constructed by referring to various
sources of reference to ensure that it reflect the industry
standards and practices.
The REPAIM has gone through three rounds of development and validation stages involving RE and
CMMI experts in the industry. Results of the validation
performed, involving 33 experts [53] indicates that 80%
of the experts support that the REPAIM is complete,
consistent, practical, useful and verifiable. The high
support of the experts therefore suggests that the REPAIM generally meets its development success criteria.
The experts agreed that the REPAIM:
 is able to help assess RE processes and prioritise their
improvement;
 adapts and complements existing maturity standards
and assessment methods;
 adaptable to the needs of organizations.
Despite the strengths abovementioned, REPAIM is not
without weaknesses. One small hiccup of the model is
that it appears that training is still needed by the practitioners in order to interpret and understand the model
despite the detailed information provided to the model.
Moreover, even though the model is recognized by the
experts as an adaptation of existing models, standards
and assessment methods, yet it is not fully accepted as a
model that is simple to understand since it appears to
require further examples, templates, and elaborations
before the model could be used effectively. One probable
explanation for the findings is that “developers are
rather sceptical at using written routines” [70]. In order
to rectify these two drawbacks of the proposed REPAIM,
future research could work on building self-training
packages on RE activities, which is compatible with the
model. The self-training packages concept is similar to
Action Package [71] and Self-Training Package [72].
Providing training packages alone however may not be
sufficient to eliminate the skepticisms that practitioners
might have with the detailed guidelines of REPAIM.
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Therefore, future research also should work on exploring
Experience Management (EM)-like [73] software tool to
support the self-training packages in quest to help software developers self-trained the proposed REPAIM or
any other model-based process improvement approach.
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